In *The Other 23 & a Half Hours*, Catherine Owen uncovers the terrain of Canadian poetry. From reviewers to radio hosts, translators to chapbook makers, she talks to the poets and writers who make literature happen at the grassroots. This book is about what happens before and after writers sit down at their desk, about what inspires the writing and what transpires after it’s finished. Whether she is discussing M.F.A. programs or providing appendices about memorization and how to host a reading series, Owen shows us what creators in Canada are doing. Because nobody really spends twenty-four hours writing in an attic, no matter how romantic it seems.

CATHERINE OWEN is the author of ten collections of poetry, and her poems and memoirs are included in several recent anthologies. Her collection *Frenzy* won the Alberta Book Prize and other collections have been nominated for the BC Book Prize, the ReLit Award, the CBC Prize and the George Ryga Award.
Top Humanities Titles from Wolsak and Wynn

**Coming Down the Mountain**
*ed. Brian Kennedy*
From bobble-head dolls to the award-winning goal, these 13 authors take on the 1972 Summit Series, the pinnacle of hockey in Canada, and challenge its history.

Non-fiction, Cultural Studies, Hockey
978-1-894987-86-8, 324 pp, $25.00 pbk

**A Profession of Hope**
*Jenna Butler*
Passionate about small farming and organic practices, Butler and her partner have withstood drought, floods, insects and their neighbours' disbelief over the past nine years to create Larch Grove Farm.

Non-fiction, Memoir, Agriculture
978-1-928088-08-0, 152 pp, $20.00 pbk

**Counting Teeth**
*Peter Midgley*
“Impeccably researched and written with palpable affection, *Counting Teeth* reveals how the history of a nation can also be the narrative of a human heart.”
- Marcello di Cintio, author of *Walls*

Non-fiction, Memoir
978-1-894987-89-9, 272 pp, $22.00 pbk

**Great Power and Great Responsibility**
*Douglas Mann*
A thought-provoking collection of essays that delves into the philosophies that underlie many of the great comic series, from *Sheena* to *Watchmen* to Marvel's *Civil War*.

Non-fiction, Cultural Studies, Comics
978-1-894987-79-0, 429 pp, $25.00 pbk

**Now is the Winter**
*ed. Jamie Dopp and Richard Harrison*
A wide-ranging collection of essays that examine all aspects of Canada's beloved sport, from its mythical beginnings on a frozen northern pond to its evolution into a sport for mass consumption.

Non-fiction, Cultural Studies, Hockey
978-1-894987-94-7, 214 pp, $25.00 pbk

**Secret Identity Reader**
*Lee Easton and Richard Harrison*
Masculinity, sidekicks, origin stories and the fact that no character ever stays dead are all fair game in this wide-ranging discussion.

Non-fiction, Cultural Studies, Comics
978-1-894987-50-9, 392 pp, $25.00 pbk

**The Boreal Dragon**
*Katherine Bitney*
From the boreal forest to the vegetable garden, Bitney writes of the beauties of the natural world, but also challenges us to think ethically about the environment, prodding us to re-evaluate our own place in the ecosystem.

Non-fiction, Memoir, Agriculture
978-1-894987-69-1, 168 pp, $19.00 pbk

**The Battle of the Five Spot**
*David Neil Lee*
In 1959, saxophonist Ornette Coleman brought his quartet to New York's Five Spot Café, igniting a storm of controversy, and spurring a struggle between styles of jazz that has never quite subsided.

Non-fiction, Cultural Studies, Jazz
978-1-894987-85-1, 152 pp, $20.00 pbk

**Vesuvius**
*Zulmira Ribeiro Tavares*
Tavares' poetry is direct, but sly, filled with pointed commentary on the world around her. She questions everything, but the reader follows her willingly, charmed by her disarming style and captivated by her insight.

Poetry, Facing-page Translation
978-1-894987-81-3, 128 pp, $20.00 pbk
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